A Memorial Monument to our Murdered Parents and Family Members

Our father, Reb Jona son of Abram Wajsfelner hy”d
Our mother, Mrs Jachet (née Szpaltyn) hy”d
Our brothers, Naftuli (Tulcze), Mordka, and Mojsze hy”d
Our sister, Brajndla Grosberg, her husband, and children hy”d
Our sisters, Karola and her husband; Fajga and her husband hy”d
All these souls, so dear to us, were taken from us by the impure oppressors, may their name and memory be obliterated!

Immersed in sorrow and mourning heavily, their sons and brothers:

Dawid Wajsfelner and his family, Netanya

Jakow Wajsfelner and his family, Netanya

Aba Wajsfelner and his family, abroad

To the loss of the dear wife of my youth,

Sara (née Kon), my son Abram (Adek), and my daughter Róża hy”d

Grieving bitterly,

Jakow Wajsfelner, Netanya